
The Gotransverse 
Connector for 
Workday
Designed for companies undergoing evolving 
revenue streams, digital transformations, third
party settlements, and more, the combination of 
Gotransverse and Workday delivers high-volume 
billing, flexible pricing, and richer business 
analytics at scale for enterprise customers.

Gotransverse and Workday Overview 
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Revenue Growth Focus 

Generate new revenue 

streams from products 

and services with mult-

dimensional monetization

Agile Time to Value

Deliver rapid value and 

agility as business models 

evolve with a native cloud 

solution

Better Business Analytics

Make more informed 

business decisions with 

subscription-based billing 

data

https://gotransverse.com
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About Gotransverse
Gotransverse powers intelligent billing for the enterprise. Offering a full-stack subscription and usage 
billing platform designed for monetization, Gotransverse addresses the challenges businesses face when 
they rapidly deploy new products and services with sophisticated subscription and consumption-based 
pricing models at global scale. Gotvransverse customers can accelerate top-line revenue growth and 
time-to-market, as well as gain visibility into revenue streams and drive operational savings. Gotransverse 
was founded in 2008 and is headquartered in Austin, TX. 
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Request a Demo
Ready to get started?
Get a customized demo with a billing expert.

Add subscription and consumption-based accounts receiveables data

Launch business models that include any combination of one-time, subscription, or consumption-based 
pricing with native mediation and rating . At the heart of the Gotransverse platform, the rating engine 
is engineered for multi-dimensional, any unit-of-measure usage coupled with prepaid, one-time and 
subscription charges. With the Gotransverse Connector for Workday, summary Accounts Receivables data 
gets sent to Workday.

Transfer accounts receivables data to the Workday general ledger

The tight integration between Gotransverse and Workday enables high volumes of data to roll-up into the 
Workday general ledger. It aggregates event data like products, services, prices and rates, and revenue 
recognition rules into easily digestible transactions grouped by product, account, as well as an array of 
other fields. 

Advanced mapping flexibility to Workday Reference IDs

Take advantage of Worktags on your general ledger data with the Gotransverse Workday Scheduler that 
ensures that the identified billing information is mapped appropriately. Map your data as a pass through 
with attribute level mapping, as a transform with value level mapping, or hybrid pass through, which is a 
combination of the two.
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